WIN $129,000 with TimesPool

How to play TimesPool

1. Select your six letters and cross them out in the alphabet grid:

   A B C D E F G H I J K L M
   N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

2. Now print each crossed letter in alphabetical order, in these boxes:

   $64,000 JACKPOT

3. Select your Super Seven Bonus Letter and cross it out on the grid:

   $50,000 SUPER SEVEN BONUS

4. Write the Super Seven Bonus Letter in the box:

   $5,000 PERTHNOW BONUS WORD

---
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- **Step 4:** Enter your PerthNow Bonus Word (optional).
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Entries close at 10am, Thursday, April 16, 2015. All entries must reach the Sunday Times by 10am Thursday. Entries placed in the TimesPool boxes at newsagents must be received by 4pm on Wednesday. Entries must be an original purchase from Newsagents and are not redeemable. Entries are limited to one entry per envelope. Multiple entries in one envelope will result in the rejection of any received in more than one entry. If you are sending one entry then write the FIRST Jackpot letter on the back of your envelope. If you are sending more than one entry, write ‘multiple entries’ on the back of the envelope instead. Entries close at 10am, Thursday, April 16, 2015. All entries must reach the Sunday Times by 10am Thursday. Entries placed in the TimesPool boxes at newsagents must be received by 4pm on Wednesday. Entries must be an original purchase from Newsagents and are not redeemable. Entries are limited to one entry per envelope. Multiple entries in one envelope will result in the rejection of any received in more than one entry. If you are sending one entry then write the FIRST Jackpot letter on the back of your envelope. If you are sending more than one entry, write ‘multiple entries’ on the back of the envelope instead.

---

WIN MORE

Home Delivery customers can win an extra $2,000 if they select the correct Jackpot letters or $1,000 if they get all seven letters correct.

To arrange Home Delivery call 1800 198 051.
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